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Abstract. A topological translation plane may be defined as a system <£ of affine /-dimensional
subspaces of IR2/ such that (1) any two points are joined by a unique line L e & and joining is
continuous; (2) Euclid's parallel postulate holds and & is invariant under translation. It is easy
to see that one of the two parts of condition (2) may be omitted. We use topological methods
to show that (2) may be omitted altogether, unless / = 8. In other words, we show that, except
possibly for / = 8, there are no proper stable planes with point set IR2/ and affine subspaces as
lines, and that translation invariance is automatic. The core of the argument is Theorem 3.1,
which characterizes the lines of a topological translation plane among affine subspaces: an
/-dimensional subspace A is a line if there is a point A such that every line passing through

intersects A in at most one point. We also consider the effect of the dual spread condition
in our context. Moreover, we point out limits to generalization by giving examples obtained
by transfinite induction in finite dimensional vector spaces over arbitrary infinite skew fields.
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1 Linear planes

1.1 Definition, a) A join space (V, <£) consists of a set V of points and a system «£?
of subsets L ^ V, called lines, such that any two points x, y e V are joined by a
unique line L = y e 5£.

b) We call (V,&] a linear plane if, in addition to the above, the following con-
ditions hold:

(LP 1) V is a vector space over a skew field F,

(LP 2) all lines are affine subspaces of V, and

(LP 3) any two intersecting lines are cosets of complementary vector subspaces.

* Parts of this paper have been intensely discussed with several colleagues. The authors wish
to thank T. Grundhöfer, H. Hähl, L. Kramer, H. Löwe, B. Polster, R. Riesinger, N. Rosehr,
M. Stroppel.
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More precisely, condition (LP 3) says that for any two lines K, L e $£ intersecting
in a point χ = Κ Λ L we have a vector space decomposition V = (K — x) 0 (L — x).

In the literature, join spaces are usually called linear spaces. We want the term
'linear' to indicate the presence of a vector space structure. Condition (LP 3) justifies
the name 'plane' given to these structures.

Observe that the case dim/- V = 2 is trivial: in this case, every one-dimensional
subspace must occur as a line, hence ( V, <£) is the Desarguesian affine plane over F.

1.2 Proposition. For a linear plane , the following conditions are equivalent:

(TP 1) Euclid' s parallel postulate holds in (V,<£), that is, (V, <£) is an affine plane,

(TP 2) The line system is invariant under vector space translation, that is,

Proof. 1) Suppose that condition (TP 2) holds. Given L e & and x e V\L, choose
y E L; then the line K = L + χ - y contains x and is disjoint from L. We show that
every other line K' containing x intersects L. Indeed, the vector subspaces Κ - x and
K1 — x are complementary, hence there are k e K and k1 e K' such that k - x +
k1 - x = y - x, and then y - (k - x) = k' e LH K1.

2) Conversely, suppose that ( K, 3?) is an affine plane and consider L e $£ and
v e V such that L -f ν φ L. We have to show that L -h υ e «£? . Pick y e L; then
x = y + νφ L and there is a line K line that contains x and is parallel to L.

We claim that L + υ £ K. If there is ζ e L such that ζ + ν φ Κ, then the line
W = χ ν (ζ Η- ν) intersects L, say LA W = w. Then L + v = L + x — w, and the
subspace WT(L= WC\(L + v) — x -h w is at least 1 -dimensional. This implies that
L = W, a contradiction to χ φ L.

Equality K = L + ν now follows by applying twice what we have shown. Indeed,
K — ν is contained in the line Μ passing through y parallel to K, hence L c
K - ν e M. Since both L and Μ are lines, the three sets are equal. Π

1.3 Translation planes. Affine planes which are linear planes (and hence satisfy (TP
2)) are called affine translation planes. For a group theoretical definition of affine
translation planes, see [1]; more background and countless examples can be found in
the books [4], [13], and [17].

Observe that a translation plane ( V, <£) is completely determined by the pencil J^o
of all lines containing the origin 0; indeed, we have £? = <&Q + V. The pencil is a
partition, that is, a covering of V by mutually complementary vector subspaces. This
carries over to linear planes in general:

1.4 Proposition. Let (V, $£} be a linear plane. Then for each v G V, the pencil 5£υ of
all lines containing ν defines a partition <£υ — ν of V into mutually complementary
vector subspaces. In particular, (V,<&v + V) is a translation plane.

If the translation planes defined by distinct points are all identical, then the given
linear plane is itself a translation plane. In the finite case, there are no linear planes
other than translation planes:
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1.5 Proposition. Every finite linear plane is an affine translation plane.

Proof. It follows from (LP 3) that all lines are of the same finite dimension over F.
Hence, they all contain the same number n of points, and V has n2 points. The
number of lines passing through the origin is therefore ~f^ = n + 1 . A line L not
passing through 0 meets exactly n of these lines, hence it has a unique parallel. The
assertion follows in view of 1 .2. Π

1.6 Problem 1. Are there any linear planes that are not affine translation planes?

At the end of the present section, we shall give a positive answer to this question
using transfinite induction. Examples of this kind are not very pleasant, hence we
shall sharpen the problem by adding continuity conditions:

1.7 Problem 1'. Are there any weakly topological linear planes that are not affine
translation planes?

The definition of 'weakly topological' will be given in Section 2, and in Section 3
we shall give a partial, negative answer to Problem 1'. The following observation
should help to develop some feeling for the problems.

In an affine translation plane, all lines parallel to a given one form a set of
mutually disjoint affine subspaces, all of the same dimension, covering the whole
vector space V . In the case of translation planes, any set of lines with these properties
is necessarily translation invariant. One might wonder if this is true for affine sub-
spaces in general, and if this could lead to a negative answer to Problem 1 . However,
it is rather easy to give examples that are not translation invariant. The examples
given below are even continuous in the sense that the subspace containing a point
p depends on p continuously, hence we do not even obtain negative evidence with
respect to Problem 1'.

1.8 Example. The vector space IR4 can be covered by a set of mutually disjoint 2-
dimensional affine subspaces that is not translation invariant. We obtain such an
example using a (2 χ 2)-matrix A having no real eigenvalue, for instance A = ( J ~! ).
For x, y e IR, we set (*, y)A = (u(x, y), v(x, y)) and define

where the acute brackets denote the linear span. The condition for a vector (0, £, s, t)
to belong to W(x, y) is that (a, b) = (jc, y)(i+tA), where 11 denotes the 2 χ 2 iden-
tity matrix. Hence there is a unique solution (x, y). The affine spaces W(x, y) for
x, ye R then form a partition of R4.

Observe that the horizontal subspaces

for u^veJR. also form a partition of IR4 and that furthermore any two subspaces
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W(x,y) and W (u, v) are complementary. However there is no 2-dimensional affine
subspace that is complementary to each of W(x, y) and W'(u, v).

For everything that follows, we need to fix our notation and terminology regarding
affine and projective spaces.

1.9 Affine and projective spaces. Consider a (skew) field F and a (left) F-vector
space W of finite dimension n + 1. The «-dimensional projective space 3P(W) = gPnF
is the lattice of all vector subspaces of W. We denote by Pk(W) the set of all sub-
spaces Υ of (vector space) dimension k + 1; they are considered as A>dimensional
'flats' or, briefly, k-flats in 0>( W), and we write k = pdim Υ for the projective dimen-
sion. Given X e &(W\ we denote the set of all k-fiats contained in X by Pk(X}.
Often we identify X with its point set Po(X).

From an «-dimensional (left) F-vector space K, we obtain the «-dimensional affine
space stf(V) = ,stfnF\ it consists of the point set V = AQ( V) together with the set of all
affine subspaces. By definition, an affine subspace is a coset Β = U -f v, v e F, of a
vector subspace U ̂  V. In this situation, U will be called the direction space of B and
denoted U = BQ. The affine span 0 v B = BQ + Fv (the smallest affine subspace con-
taining 0 and B) will be denoted B. The set of fc-dimensional affine subspaces will be
denoted Ak(V). One-dimensional affine subspaces will be called F-lines in order to
distinguish them from the lines of a linear plane.

Using V = Fn and W = Fn+l, we obtain an embedding of stfn¥ into &nF as fol-
lows. The subspace H = Fn χ {0} e Pn-\(W) is a hyperplane, and the complement
PQ(W)\PQ(H) may be identified with Fn via (a\,.. .,an) <-» F(a\,... ,an, 1). Under
this identification, every A>dimensional affine subspace B ^ Fn corresponds to a set
of the form Ρ$(Χ)\Ρ$(Η), where X e Pk(W) is uniquely determined, and we write
χ = S. We call Η the hyperplane at infinity with respect to this embedding of stfnF
into of £ΡηΡ. Thinking of B, B and Η as subsets of the point set PO( W), we form the
complement B\B = ΒΠΗ and denote it by £00. It can be described as the set of all
directions of F-lines contained in B.

We proceed now to the construction of linear planes that are not translation planes.
The following lemma and its corollary seem to be well known, compare [18], but we
provide proofs for the convenience of the reader.

1.10 Lemma. Let Vbe a vector space of finite dimension over a skew field F. If W is a
family of proper subspaces of cardinality card W < cardF, then the union of'W cannot
be all of V.

Proof. Suppose that V = (J W, where all W e W are proper vector subspaces of
V. Clearly, W contains at least two elements of W\, W2 that are maximal with re-
spect to inclusion. By induction on the dimension of V, we find elements v\ e
W\\\J(W\{W{}) and v2e W2\(j(ifr\{W2}). Consider the vectors wt = v{ + tv2,
where t e F. For t ̂  /', the vectors wt and MV must belong to different subspaces
W, W e if, which proves that cardF ̂  cardi^. Indeed, if both vectors belong to
the same subspace W e ̂ , then wt — wt> = (t — tf)v2 e W so that v2 e W. Thus
W = W2 and v\ = wt — tv2 e W2—a contradiction to the choice o f v \ . Π
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N. Rosehr pointed out that some finiteness condition is indispensable for 1.10. For
example, any vector space of countable dimension can be obtained as the union of a
countable ascending chain of proper subspaces.

1.11 Corollary. Let V be an η-dimensional vector space over a skew field F and let ̂
be a family of vector subspaces of V of dimension at most w, where m <n. If
card W < card/7, then there is a vector subspace U of V of dimension n — m such that
U Π W = {0} for all W e W.

Proof. For each W e τόΓ, let W^ = W. If we have vector subspaces W^ of dimen-
sion at most m + k < n, there is a vector v^+i e V not contained in any of the W^
by Lemma 1.10. We then define W^k+^ to be the linear span of W^ and Vk+\. This
process gives us n - m vectors v\ , v^ . . . , vn-m such that the vector subspace U spanned
by them has dimension n - m. Furthermore, U Π W = {0} for all W e W. Π

1.12 Examples of non-affine linear planes. Consider an infinite skew field F and a
left F-vector space V of finite dimension 21 ̂  4. Using transfinite induction, we shall
construct a set 3! of /-dimensional affine subspaces of V such that V endowed with
S£ as a line set becomes a linear plane.

Let ω be the smallest ordinal having the same cardinality as F. Then we know that
for any v e ω, the set of all μ < ν has smaller cardinality than F. Consider the follow-
ing two sets, which have the same cardinality as F: the set ^? of all /Mines (one-
dimensional affine subspaces) of V and the set <^ of all /-dimensional affine subspaces
of V. Choose bijections v H-> Rv and v H-> Uv of ω onto these sets. For each α e ω, we
shall define an /-dimensional subspace La, and <£ will be the set of all these subspaces.

We shall enforce that we obtain a join space simply by making sure that every
Rv e ̂  is contained in a unique line La e Sf. Let 1 e ω be the smallest element. The
only condition for the choice of L\ is that R\ ^L\. If lines L have been chosen for
all β < α e ω such that (LP 3) is satisfied, consider the smallest v = ν(α) such that Rv
is not contained in any of the L , β < α. (To see that such Rv exist, apply 1.11 to the
direction spaces of the L .) We shall choose La such that it contains Rv(ay, the prob-
lem is to ensure that (LP 3) is satisfied. In the sequel, we shall prove the existence of
suitable candidates U e <*U for La. The transfinite enumeration of all /-dimensional
subspaces will then be used to remove all ambiguity from the definition of La: among
the spaces υμ satisfying our conditions, we choose the one with minimal μ. Our pro-
cedure guarantees that always v(a) ^ a, so that every element of $ will eventually be
contained in some line.

We may assume that Rv contains the origin 0. We define V = (L )Q -f- Rv if the
direction space (L/?)0 does not contain Rv and V = L (the linear span) if (L )Q
contains Rv. In any case V has dimension /+ 1 < 2/. By Corollary 1.11 there is an
/ — 1 dimensional vector subspace W of V that is complementary to each V . Let
U=W + RV. Then dim U = I and U D V = Rv. It now follows that (L \ Π U = {0}
if (L )0 does not contain Rv and L Π U — Rv if (L )0 contains Rv.

Hence, if none of the direction spaces (£/?)0, β < α, contains RV) then we may
choose La complementary to all of them, which entails that card(LaDL^) = 1. If
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some of the (L )0 contain Rv, we can make our choice such that L Π La = Rv for all
such β. This ensures that L and La are disjoint, but their direction spaces are differ-
ent. This case inevitably occurs at some stage, hence we cannot get a translation
plane. Actually, we do not get a single pair of lines that are translates of each other.

2 Weakly topological linear planes

Throughout this section, we consider real linear planes ( V, L) of finite dimension.
In other words, F = IR will be the field of real numbers, and the vector space
V = IR2/ will be of finite dimension, necessarily an even number 21. Then lines are /-
dimensional affine subspaces. We shall assume that the join operation is continuous
at least in one variable, and we shall deduce stronger continuity properties. In par-
ticular, it will follow that / e {1,2,4, 8} (but, as we remarked in 1.1, only the cases
/ > 1 are interesting). The purpose of these results is not to initiate a theory of topo-
logical linear planes but to minimize the hypotheses of the non-existence result that
will be proved in Section 3.

The vector space V will be regarded as the real affine space j/(R2/) embedded
in the real projective 2/-space ^(IR2/+1), as explained in 1.9. We shall make use of
the continuity properties of the geometric operations in real projective spaces, as
explained in the sequel.

2.1 Real topological projective spaces. We abbreviate 9 — ̂ (Rn+1) and P k =
/^(R*1"1"1), compare 1.9. Each of the sets P^ carries a natural topology, the Grass-
mann topology, which makes it a compact topological (even smooth) manifold. The
topology can either be derived from the transitive action of the general linear group
GL(W) on P*, compare [19], 64.3, or from local coordinate systems, compare [5],
VI, §3.5. The point set P0 = /MR"4"1) is the «-manifold Pn, the real projective n-
space. Its topology is simply the quotient topology with respect to the map
jR«+i\{0} _» p0 sending a vector υ φ 0 to its span Ri?. The point set Po(X) of each
fc-flat X e P k is homeomorphic to P*.

With respect to the Grassmann topologies, & is a topological projective space. This
means, among other things, that the join and intersection operations v and Λ are
both continuous on each subset of P k x Pr on which the result of the operation has
constant dimension. Moreover, the function pdim(X Λ Υ) is upper semi-continuous
on Pk χ Pr, which means that pdim(X' Λ Υ') ^ pdim^ Λ Υ) for all (X1, Yf) in
some small neighbourhood of (X, Y). This will be referred to as the stability prop-
erty. There is also a dual stability property for joins. Finally, we need the fact that the
incident pairs form a closed subset of Pk x Pr for each k ^ r. A convenient reference
for these results due to Misfeld is [14].

2.2 Topological translation planes. As we observed in 1.3, a translation plane
(R2/, 3?) with point set R2/ is determined by the pencil JS?o of all lines containing the
origin 0. The pencil is a partition, that is, a covering of R2/ by mutually comple-
mentary /-dimensional vector subspaces.

If we think of IR2/ as real affine space embedded in real projective space
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then we may view the pencil as a subset $£§ c Ρ/(Β12/+1)? from where it inherits a
topology, referred to as the Grassmann topology. Taking intersections with the
hyperplane H at infinity, we obtain a spread Sf ^ P/_i(/f), that is, a set of mutually
disjoint (/- l)-flats covering H. We have Pi-\(H] %P/_i(R2/), and the topology
induced on £f by this set corresponds to the Grassmann topology because the pro-
jection map j£?o —> ̂  and its inverse are both continuous.

Using ^(R2/+l), one obtains a neat description of the projective closure of
(R2/, JSf). Its point set is (Ρο\#) U <^, and its lines are the /-flats L such that L Λ #
belongs to the spread <9", plus one line represented by Sf itself. Incidence is given by
inclusion. This description is known as the Andre-Bose representation of a projective
translation plane; it can also be used in order to obtain the topology of the projective
point set as a quotient topology inherited from Po(R2W), see [15] or [19], 64.4. The
topology of the line space is taken from /'/(R274"1). It turns out that a spread if
defines a topological translation plane (with continuous join and intersection) if and
only if if is compact in the Grassmann topology. In this case, if is homeomorphic to
the /-sphere §/, and / e {1,2,4,8}, compare [19], 52.5.

We are now ready to consider continuity properties of linear planes. The following
result sharpens the characterization of topological translation planes that we just
mentioned; the additional fact is that the Grassmann topology on the line pencil of a
translation plane is the only one that can render the join operation continuous even in
one variable.

2.3 Proposition. Let (1R2/, JSf) be an affine translation plane and assume that the pencil
J2?0 carries a Hausdorff topology τ such that the join map JQ : R2/\{0} —> JS?o> defined
by 7o W = x v 0, is continuous. Then τ coincides with the Grassmann topology y,
and (R2/, JSf) is a topological translation plane; in particular, I e {1,2,4,8}.

Proof. 1) Let S e ]R2/ be a sphere centered at 0. We consider a third topology on jSfo,
namely, the quotient topology δ defined by the restriction j$ : § —»JSfo. It is compact,
and by assumption the identity map (JSfo,<5) —> (JSfo »τ) is continuous. Since τ is
assumed to be Hausdorff, the topologies agree.

2) We shall show that «3?o is closed in P/_i(R2/) with respect to the Grassmann
topology and, hence, compact. This will imply that the join map is continuous with
respect to y, see 2.2. Repeating the argument of step (1) we obtain that γ = δ = τ.
Everything else follows, see again 2.2.

Suppose therefore that a sequence of lines Ln e JSf ο converges to an /-dimensional
vector space A e P/_i (R2/)\ «ifo with respect to the Grassmann topology. Then Α Π §
contains two points a\,ai such that the lines a\ ν 0 and αϊ ν Ο are distinct. Using
the properties of the topological projective space ^2/R, one obtains sequences xl

n e
Ln Π § such that xl

n —> #,· for / = 1,2. This implies that Ln = yO(^) -» α/ ν Ο with
respect to τ, but a sequence in a Hausdorff space cannot have two limits. Π

2.4 Definition. We say that a linear plane (R2/, JS?) is weakly topological if there is a
Hausdorff topology τ on jSf such that the join operation ν is continuous in each
variable separately. For instance, if (R2/, JSf) is a stable plane (see, e.g., [10]), then it
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is weakly topological. In fact, one can show like in 2.3 that continuity of join in both
variables simultaneously implies that the linear plane is a stable plane with respect to
the Grassmann topology. We do not give a proof, because at present we only have
nonexistence results and no examples of topological proper linear planes.

From 1.4 and 2.3 we conclude that each line pencil t£O, v e IR2/, of a weakly topo-
logical linear plane defines a topological translation plane. In particular, we have
/ e {1,2,4,8} by 2.2, and, since we are looking for linear planes that are not trans-
lation planes, we may assume that / > 1.

2.5 The projective join map. Let (IR2/, ,5f) be a topological translation plane. Con-
sider an /-dimensional affine subspace A ^ ]R2/ not containing the origin 0. In addi-
tion, we assume that A meets each line passing through 0 in at most one point. For
example, A could be a line of a linear plane having the pencil J^o in common with the
given translation plane. We have the restriction j = jA^ : A —> 5£§ of the continuous
join map. We want to extend this map to a continuous surjection / = JA$ ' A —> j£?o>
where A is the projective closure of A as defined in 1.9. (As usual, we are identifying
A with its set of points PQ(A) «IP/.) We define J using the continuous lattice oper-
ations of the topological projective space ^(IR2^1), as follows.

Consider the pencil &Q of all R-lines R e Pi(lR2/+1) which contain the origin of the
affine space 1R2/ ^ Ρο(ΰί2Μ). There is a map φ : &Q —> <5?o assigning to every IR-line
R the unique line L e & such that L contains R. The fact that the incidence relation
of the projective space is closed (see 2.1) together with the fact that <£$ is compact
(see 2.2) implies that φ is continuous. Composing φ with the continuous join map
σ : A —> &Q of the projective space, we obtain the desired continuous extension
J = φ ο σ. That J agrees with j on A is easily verified. Moreover, J has the following
properties.

2.6 Proposition. Let (lR2/,«Sf) be a topological translation plane, and let A ^
IR2/\{0} be an l-dimensional affine subspace that meets each line passing through 0 in
at most one point. The projective join map J = JA,Q defined in 2.5 has the following
properties.

a) / : A —> JS?o ~ §/ is continuous and surjective (remember that A « IP/).

b) The map J is an identification, that is, the topology of J£?o is the quotient topology
with respect to J.

c) The set A ·« R/ is mapped homeomorphically onto the set «/ ^ 5£ο of lines inter-
secting A.

d) The set A^ = A\A A F/_i is mapped onto the set ̂  ^ J*fo of lines disjoint from A,
and the restriction J : A^ -^ 3) is an identification.

e) The fibers J~{(L), L 6 JS?o> are flats (projective subspaces).

Proof. Continuity of / has been proved. In order to prove surjectivity, consider a line
L e jS?o and an arbitrary point a e A. If the intersection LOO Π Α& contains a point p,
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then J(p] = L. If the intersection is empty, then the /-dimensional vector spaces L
and A — a are complementary, and this implies that L Π A is a point p. Clearly,
J(p) = Le^, and this proves assertion (a). Conversely, if L Π Α = {/?}, then
Απ Π LOO = 0; it follows that J(A) £ y and /(Λ«) £ 0.

Claim (b) follows from the continuity of / together with the facts that A « P/ is
compact and that j£?o ~ §/ is a Hausdorff space. By construction, / induces a con-
tinuous injective map of the /-manifold A «R/ into the /-manifold J£Q ~ S/. The
Domain Invariance Theorem, see, e.g., [19], 51.18f, shows that the induced map is a
homeomorphism onto its image, and this proves (c). The first part of (d) follows from
(a) and (c). The restriction of J is an identification for the same reasons as J itself.
Finally, (e) follows from the definition of /. Π

The set Q) carries the quotient topology with respect to the restriction J : A& —> 2.
This topological quotient can also be obtained as follows. Choose an arbitrary point
a e A and map each point p G (A — a)\{0} to the unique line L e 5£ containing it.
This map is a continuous surjection onto ®, and Q) carries the quotient topology. The
fibers are the sets ((A — a) HL)\{0}, where Le<$. Note that the dimension of the
fibers is larger by 1 than in the previous description. We prefer, however, the projec-
tive point of view, hence we shall not pursue this idea.

2.7 Aims and strategy. We intend to prove a partial negative answer to Problem 1',
see Corollary 3.2. The case / = 8 will remain open, however. This is why we shall give
two independent proofs for the main result 3.1. The second one, given in 4.3, is more
direct and does not use the projective join map, whereas the first one, given in Section
3, yields a comprehensive picture of that map. Conceivably, one of the the two
proofs, or both together, will be useful in the future in tackling the last missing case.

Technically, our aim in the first proof is to show that 3) has only one element, or in
other words, that A& contains only one fiber of J (the proof of 3.6 below will show
why this is indeed what we want). The method to prove this will be to consider all
possibilities for the dimensions of the fibers and to determine the resulting topologies
of®, hoping to show that the space 2 cannot be the complement of an embedding of
R' into S/, whereas 2.6 says that JS?o ~ §/ is the disjoint union of J> «R' and Q). This
strategy will be successful in all cases except / = 8.

3 Nonexistence results
The core of our nonexistence proof is to establish the following more 'positive' result.

3.1 Theorem. Let (IR2/, J27) be a topological translation plane of dimension 21 = 4 or
8, and consider an l-dimensional affine subspace A c ]R2/\{0} that intersects every line
L e J5?o in at most one point. Then A is a line.

Applying this as indicated in 2.7 we obtain our main result, which partly answers
Problem Γ:
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3.2 Corollary I. Weakly topological linear planes other than topological translation
planes do not exist except, possibly, in dimension 21 = 16.

Proof of Corollary 1. Suppose that (IR2/, J£?) is a weakly topological linear plane of
dimension 21 Φ 16. Then 1.4 together with 2.3 shows that the line pencil j£?o defines a
topological translation plane with line set ^Q + JR21. According to 3.1, we have
J*f ^ &o + B*2'· Since each of these two sets defines a join space with point set IR2/,
the sets are equal, and the given linear plane is a topological translation plane. Π

Remember that the definition of a weakly topological linear plane requires the
continuity of the join map jp : q »-> q ν ρ for all points p. However, the proof just
given does not use the continuity of jp except for one particular point ρ — 0. There is
nothing special about 0, and we have the following.

3.3 Corollary 2. For I e {2,4}, let ̂  be a set of l-dimensional affine subspaces of JR.21

such that any two points of IR2/ are on a unique element L e JS?. If there is a point p
such that the join map jp is continuous, then (IR2/, JSf) is a topological translation plane.

Before we proceed to the proof of 3.1, we ask for possible generalizations:

3.4 Problem 2. Describe the class of all translation planes for which Theorem 3.1
is true.

Certainly, 3.1 is not valid in all translation planes; this follows from our examples
in 1.12. A case of special interest is, of course, the case of 16-dimensional topological
translation planes (/ = 8). We remark here that in this case the proof of 3.1 fails only
when the fibers X c A& of the projective join map / satisfy pdim X e {1,2,3,4,5},
with dimension 1 or 2 occurring at least once.

In Section 4, we shall discuss a condition which holds in (locally compact, con-
nected) topological translation planes and implies the assertion of 3.1 for small values
of /, but not in general.

The Proof of Theorem 3.1 is given as a sequence of lemmas dealing with the vari-
ous possibilities for the dimensions of the fibers of the projective join map J = JA,Q·
Another, independent proof will be given in Section 4. We shall always mean the
projective dimension pdim X when we speak about the dimension of a flat. This is the
same as the topological (manifold) dimension of the point set Po(X). Let / e {2,4,8}.
It will be tacitly understood that the following lemmas deal with the situation of
Theorem 3.1; however, the case / = 8 will not be excluded.

3.5 Lemma. The projective join map J has at least one nontrivial fiber X c A^, that
is, a fiber which is not reduced to a point.

Proof If the assertion is not true, then J is injective, hence / is a homeomorphism by
compactness. But A « F/ and JS?o ~ §/ are,not homeomorphic for / > 1. Π
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3.6 Lemma. If 'the projective join map has a fiber X of dimension ^/ — 2, then A^isa
single fiber, and the assertion of 3.1 is true.

Proof. We have pdimA" ̂  pdim^oo — 1, hence all other fibers Υ ̂  A^ are points
(remember that fibers must be disjoint). If Χ φ A^, then J is injective on
A<yj\X & IR7"1 and maps this set homeomorphically onto its image because / induces
an identification A& —> 2. It follows that ^ is homeomorphic to the one point
compactification §/_i of R/"1. But then <£§\Q) is disconnected by the Jordan-
Brouwer Separation Theorem, see [8], XVII.2.4 or [9], 18.5. This is a contradiction,
since we know from 2.6(c) and (d) that J = &Q\£! A IR7.

Now suppose that X = A^. This means that L = J(X) is the only line passing
through 0 that is disjoint from A, and that the affine subspaces A and L have the
same points at infinity. Choose an arbitrary point aeA\ then it follows that

£f. Π

3.7 Lemma. The projective join map J has at least one fiber X^A^ofJ such that
pdimX ^ 5-1.

Proof. Suppose that all fibers are of dimension 5 — 1. Then the fibers form a spread Sf
in the projective (/ — l)-space A^. Now by its definition, the spread £f is compact in
the Grassmann topology on P//2-i(^oo), hence it gives rise to a topological trans-
lation plane on the affine space A ^ R/. Using 2.2, we infer that Sf « §//2 with
respect to the Grassmann topology. On the other hand, arguments like in the proof
of 2.6 show easily that the natural map A^ -» y is an identification with respect to
the Grassmann topology. Together with 2.6d this shows that 2 « §//2, and we can
use Lefschetz duality to compute the homology of the complement J*?o\^,
compare [9], 18.3. The result contradicts the fact that J = y^ is homeomorphic
to IR' according to 2.6. Π

3.8 Lemma. The set of points of A^ forming a Q-dimensional fiber is open in A^.

Proof. Remember that a fiber J~l(L), L e <£?o> is (the point set of) the intersection
L Λ A. Two /-flats in βΡ-χ cannot be disjoint, hence the stability property (see 2.1)
implies that the set of all lines L defining a 0-dimensional fiber is open. By continuity
of joining, the corresponding fibers fill an open set of points in A, and intersecting
with ,4 oo we obtain the assertion. Π

The next result is purely topological:

3.9 Lemma. Consider a real projective space IP/t, k odd, and an identification map
q : Pfc -» X. If there is a nonempty open subset U c p^ such that all fibers q~lq(u),
w e t / , are singletons, then there is a continuous map X — » S^ that is not homotopic to
a constant.

Proof. Choose a topological fc-disk D c u and let Υ A §^ be the quotient space
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obtained from Ify by shrinking the closure of ΡΑΓ\/> to a point. Let p : UV- — > Υ
denote the corresponding identification map and r : §k —> IP/t the universal covering
map. There is a continuous map / : X — » Υ such that p = f o q, and we claim that /
is not homotopic to a constant. If this is not true, then also the map g :=
foqor = poris homotopic to a constant. We proceed to show that this is not the
case.

The inverse image r~l(D) consists of two disjoint disks that are interchanged by
the unique nontrivial deck transformation τ : χ >-» — χ with respect to r. Observe that
τ preserves orientation since k is odd. It follows that both disks are mapped onto §£
with the same orientation, and the mapping degree of g is ±2; compare [7], Sect. IV.5
or [2], 9.1. D

3.10 Lemma. 7/7 > 1, then A& does not contain a (^-dimensional fiber .

Proof. If there is a 0-dimensional fiber, then 3.8 and 3.9 show that Q) ^ Ja?o satisfies
the conditions of the Borsuk Separation Theorem [8], XVII.2.1, which asserts that
Jzfo\® is disconnected; this is a contradiction to 2.6(c) and (d), which say that J =

R7. D

Note that 3.10 implies the nonexistence of (/ — 2) -dimensional fibers, because fibers
are disjoint projective subspaces. In 3.6, we gave an independent and much simpler
proof of this fact; that proof may be considered as an illustration of the general
argument.

3.11 Summing up the results 3.5 through 3.10, we see that we have proved Theorem
3.1 for / e {2,4}. For / = 8, the open cases are those where all fibers have dimensions
d e { 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5} and some number d φ 3 occurs. Since fibers are disjoint, occurrence
of d e {4, 5} implies occurrence of d e {1,2}. For the time being, we cannot prove
more.

4 Bispreads
R. Riesinger (private communication) raised the question as to whether Theorem 3.1
is valid for all translation planes whose generating spread is also a dual spread, i.e.,
every vector subspace of codimension one contains exactly one spread element. Such
spreads will be called bispreads in the sequel. It is well-known that there are spreads
which are not bispreads, see [3], [6], [11], [12]. It is also well-known that every com-
pact spread in a real vector space of finite dimension is a bispread, see [19], 64.10a,
hence a positive answer to Riesinger's question would remove the exception 7 = 8
from Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries.

It turns out, however, that the answer to Riesinger's question is 'no' in general;
we construct counterexamples over every infinite skew field (4.4). Nevertheless, the
answer is 'yes' for / ^ 3, see 4.2. The proof of this result gains even more strength in
the topological setting. It can then be used for an alternative proof of Theorem 3.1
(under the original hypotheses). We present this proof, because it might be the key to
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treating the last missing case / = 8. Yet another problem suggests itself, to which we
have no answer:

4.1 Problem 3. Suppose we have a linear plane (V, 3?) such that each line pencil J^
is a bispread. Is (F, j£?) necessarily an affine translation plane?

4.2 Theorem. Let F be an arbitrary skew field. Let (F21, $£) be a translation plane of
dimension 21 = 4 or 6 defined by a bispread 5£§, and consider an l-dimensional affine
subspace A ^ ,Ρ2/\{0} that intersects every line L e 5£o in at most one point. Then A
is a line.

Proof. Let A be the (/+ 1)-dimensional vector subspace of F21 spanned by A. In
general, its intersection with a line L e c£?o is at least one-dimensional, but we can
obtain a stronger condition because J2?o is a bispread. Indeed, let H be a (21 — 1)-
dimensional vector subspace of F21 that contains A. Since «#0 is also a dual spread,
there exists a unique element L of ,ΑΟ contained in //. Then

dim(LHyi) - dim^i + dimL - dim(^i + L) ^ / + 1 + / - ( 2 / - 1) = 2. (*)

The same argument shows that dimLH>io^ 1, where AQ = A — V, v e A, is the
direction space of A, compare 1.9. It follows that the intersection L Π A is empty, or
else it would contain a coset of Lr\A$. Now the direction space AQ is the largest
vector subspace of A that is disjoint from A, hence we have that L Π A ^ AQ.

It now follows that L is contained in A if and only if L c ^40} and dimension con-
siderations show that this is equivalent to L = AQ = A — v. In this case, A is a coset
of L and Ae&.

Now assume that Λΐ is not a line. Then L £ A, and we may choose a different
hyperplane /Γ ^ A, not containing L. Then the line L' e J2?o contained in H' has
trivial intersection with L, and this carries over to the at least 2-dimensional sub-
spaces L Π A and L' Π A of y4o. This is impossible because dim AQ ̂  3. Π

Note that we have used the assumption that / < 3 only in the last sentence of the
proof. This proof will guide us in the construction of 8-dimensional examples where
A is not a line, see 4.4. But first we look at this proof in the topological context; we
shall obtain another, independent proof of 3.1.

4.3 Second proof of 3.1. Recall that every line pencil of a topological translation
plane is a bispread. In view of 4.2, it follows that only the case / = 4 remains to be
considered. We use the notation of the previous proof, except that now F = JR.
Consider the set j#* of all 7-dimensional vector subspaces H ^ 1R8 containing A.
Intersecting Η with some vector space X ^ R8 complementary to A, we obtain a
homeomorphism 3P « P2·

We assume that A is not a line. In the previous proof, we saw that every Η e tf
contains a unique line L e «S?o, which intersects A in an at least two-dimensional
subspace φ(Η) = L Π A of AQ. We can find H' such that φ(Η) has trivial intersection
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with φ(Η')\ then these are complementary subspaces of the 4-dimensional vector
space AQ. In particular, άϊτηφ(Η) = 2 and Η = L + A. It now follows that any two
distinct hyperplanes H, H' e tf have complementary subspaces φ(Η) and φ(Η') of
AQ as images. Moreover, φ is continuous because incidence is closed. Thus, φ is a
homeomorphism of I?2 onto a partial spread of AQ. Now in a 2A>dimensional real
vector space, a partial spread which is a compact A>manifold is a spread, see [16], 1.7;
moreover, such a spread is homeomorphic to §AT, compare 2.2. This is a contradic-
tion. Π

A large part of this proof works in the case / = 8, as well. However, we cannot
exclude the possibility that dimq>(H) e {2, 3,4, 5, 6} varies depending on H, and this
makes it impossible to apply the concluding arguments to this situation.

Our final result shows that 3.1 cannot be proved using the bispread condition
alone.

4.4 Proposition. Let Fbe an infinite skew field and consider a vector space F21, where
/ ^ 4. Let A be an l-dimensional affine subspace not containing 0. Then there is a
bispread &Q of l-dimensional subspaces ofF21 such that A intersects every L e J2?o in at
most one point but A is not a line of the translation plane defined by J2?o·

Proof As in 4.2, we denote the linear span of A by A and the direction space A — v,
v e A, by AQ. Like in 1.12, we choose a suitable ordinal ω with smallest element 1 e ω
and a transfinite enumeration Rv, v e ω, of all one-dimensional vector subspaces of
F21. Similarly, we enumerate the (21 — 1) -dimensional subspaces as HV) v e ω and the
/-dimensional subspaces of F21 as υμ, μ e ω. Inductively, we define /-dimensional
subspaces La such that

(1)
(2) card(LaD,4) ^ 1,

(3) dim(L an^o)^2,
(4) every Rv is contained in some La,

(5) every Hv contains some La.

This will suffice; note that A is not a line by (3). In each inductive step (assuming that
L has been defined for all β < α), we determine first the smallest value of ν for which
either condition (4) or condition (5) is not yet satisfied and choose La so that it rem-
edies the defect; if both (4) and (5) fail for the same smallest v, preference will be
given to (4). This makes it impossible to argue as in 1.12 that always ν(α) ^ a, but
still the set {v(a) | a e ω} has the same cardinality as ω, and this implies that con-
ditions (4) and (5) will eventually be satisfied for all v. As usual in proofs of this kind,
any ambiguity concerning the choice of La is eliminated by taking the first eligible
subspace, i.e. La = U with minimal μ satisfying our conditions. The remainder of the
proof is concerned with the existence of eligible subspaces.

If condition (4) is the critical one, we define vector subspaces V — L + Rv for
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1 ^ β < a and we set VQ = AQ + Rv if AQ does not contain Rv while FO = A if AQ
contains Rv. Then each V$, Ο *ξ δ < α, has dimension / 4-1. As in 1.12 we obtain an
/-dimensional vector subspace U that is complementary to each L . Moreover,
Z/n KO = ^v so that either t/ and 4o are complementary or dim Uf\A ^ 1, both
of which imply (2) for La = U.

Now suppose that Hv is the first hyperplane not containing any L with
<a. Thus, dimL nHv = l- 1 for β < α. Furthermore / ^ άππΗνΓ(Α^ 1+ 1.

Let r = dim//vn,4 - ( / - I ) so that & = 1 or 2. We have / ̂  4 and dim L^ Π AQ ^2
by (3), hence we may apply Corollary 1.11 to the vector space Hv Γ\Αο and obtain a
^-dimensional subspace Β of Hv C\AQ such that BHL = {0} for all β < α; observe
that ΛΟ £ //v if Λ = 2.

We now define V = (Hv Π Z^) + £. Then dim ̂  = / - 1 + k = dimHv Π A. By
Corollary 1.11 there is a vector subspace W of Hv such that Wt}V = W f t
(HVC\A) = {0} for all £ «x and H^ has dimension 2/ - 1 - (/ - 1 + k) = l - k.
Finally let U = W + B c #v. Then J7 has dimension / and £/ Π Ζ,/? = {0} for β < α
while 17 Π Λ = A c Λ0. Hence (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied for L^=U. D
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